Invocation of the Bornless One - Enochian

By IALPIRGAH.

Words spoken are in Italics with Enochian in Bold Italics.

Note: Because Enochian is a very limited language, some words will not translate perfectly from English to Enochian. Any subtle changes (such as use of synonym) will not be marked. Any radical changing in wording will be shown by the use of parenthesis.

Thee I invoke the (Unbegotten) One

YLSI E VIN A IPGEDOT SAGA

Thee that did create the Earth and the Heavens

YLSI AR BRIN EOLIS CAOSG OD A PERIPSOL

Thee that did create the Night and the Day

YLSI AR BRIN EOLIS DOSIG OD A BASGIM

Thee that did create the Darkness and the Light

YLSI AR BRIN EOLIS ORS OD A OLPIRT

Thou art Ra-hoor-khuit : Whom no man hath seen at any time

GEH RA-HOOR-KHUIT SOBAM AG OLLOR BRIN DORPHA MIRC DROLN COCASB

Thou art Iabas

GEH IABAS

Thou art Iapos

GEH IAPOS

Thou has distinguished between the Just and the Unjust

ILS BRIN OLN YRPOIL AAI BALIT OD PRIAZ AR GCHISGE OIAD

Thou didst create the female and the male

ILS BRIN EOLIS TILB OD A TLB

Thou didst produce the (cup) and the (sword)

ILS BRIN EOLIS TALBO OD A NAZPS

Thou didst form men to (govern man, and to destroy man)

ILS BRIN EOLIS OLLOR TABA CORDZIZ OD QUASB CORDZIZ

I am _______ Thy (Minister/Servant) unto Thou didst commit the mysteries (of your Creation) Thou didst produce (water) and the dry and that which (gives fires of life and increase) unto all things. Here me now, for I am the Angel of Ra-hoor-khuit, this is Thy True Name handed down to the prophets of the Sun

ZIR _____ ILS NOCO C ILS BRIN Dlugam Cicle. ILS BRIN EOLIS A ZLIDA OD A ORSCOR OD AR DS DLUGA MALPIRGI C TOGLO. SOLPETH C E, LAP ZIR A MURIFRI DE RA-HOOR-KHUIT, OI ILS MONASCI Dlugam C A NOCO DE A ROR.

AIR

Hear me---------

SOLPETH C E---- AR ; THIAO; REIBET; ATHELEBESETH; A; BLATHA; ABEU; EBEU; PHI; CHITASOEL IB; THIAO.

Hear Me, and make all Spirits (serve) unto Me; so that every Spirit of the Firmament and of the Ether; upon the Earth and under the Earth; on dry land and in the Water; of (living
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breath) and Rushing Fire; and (thoughts) and (actions) of God may be obedient unto Me.

SOLBETH C E OD EOLIS TOL GAH ABOARPI PAMBT; AR GAH DE OD CALZ OD DE A ILMO; MIRC CAOSG OD OROCH A CAOSG; MIRC ORSCOR OD DE A ZLIDA; TOGLO
DE GIGIPAH OD TOGLO PRGEL, OD ANGELARD OD SOR DE IAD CHISO ABOARPI
PAMBT.

FIRE

I invoke Thee, the (Mighty God of secret wisdom) who dwellest in the Void Place of the
Spirit----

E VIN YLSI, MICAOLZ IAD DE ANANAEI FAONTS AAF AFFA FAORGT DE GEH---

Abrogogorobrao; Sochou; Modorio; Phalarchao; Ooo; Ape; The Bornless One

Hear Me, and make all Spirits (serve) unto Me; so that every Spirit of the Firmament and
of the Ether; upon the Earth and under the Earth; on dry land and in the Water; of (living
breath) and Rushing Fire; and (thoughts) and (actions) of God may be obedient unto Me.

SOLBETH C E OD EOLIS TOL GAH ABOARPI PAMBT; AR GAH DE OD CALZ OD DE A
ILMO; MIRC CAOSG OD OROCH A CAOSG; MIRC ORSCOR OD DE A ZLIDA; TOGLO
DE GIGIPAH OD TOGLO PRGEL, OD ANGELARD OD SOR DE IAD CHISO ABOARPI
PAMBT.

WATER

Hear Me!

SOLPETH C E!

Roubriao; Mariodom; Balbanabooth; Assalonai;; Aphniao; I; Tholeth; Abrasax; Aeou;
Ischure, MICAOLI Bornless One!

Hear Me, and make all Spirits (serve) unto Me; so that every Spirit of the Firmament and
of the Ether; upon the Earth and under the Earth; on dry land and in the Water; of (living
breath) and Rushing Fire; and (thoughts) and (actions) of God may be obedient unto Me.

SOLBETH C E OD EOLIS TOL GAH ABOARPI PAMBT; AR GAH DE OD CALZ OD DE A
ILMO; MIRC CAOSG OD OROCH A CAOSG; MIRC ORSCOR OD DE A ZLIDA; TOGLO
DE GIGIPAH OD TOGLO PRGEL, OD ANGELARD OD SOR DE IAD CHISO ABOARPI
PAMBT.

EARTH

I invoke Thee----

E VIR YLSI---

Ma; Barraio; Ioel; Kotha; Athorebalo; Abraoth;

Hear Me, and make all Spirits (serve) unto Me; so that every Spirit of the Firmament and
of the Ether; upon the Earth and under the Earth; on dry land and in the Water; of (living
breath) and Rushing Fire; and (thoughts) and (actions) of God may be obedient unto Me.

SOLBETH C E OD EOLIS TOL GAH ABOARPI PAMBT; AR GAH DE OD CALZ OD DE A
ILMO; MIRC CAOSG OD OROCH A CAOSG; MIRC ORSCOR OD DE A ZLIDA; TOGLO
DE GIGIPAH OD TOGLO PRGEL, OD ANGELARD OD SOR DE IAD CHISO ABOARPI
PAMBT.

SPIRIT

Hear me!

SOLPETH C E!

Aoth; Abaoth; Basum; Isak; Saboeth; Iao:
This is (He that is, was, and shall be crowned)
This is the Lord of (the stars and all things)
This is He Whom the Winds fear.
This is He, Who having made Voice by His Commandment, is Lord of All Things; King,
Ruler and Helper

**OI IADPIASMOMAR**
**OI TI ENAY DE A AOIVEA OD TOGLO**
**OI IADPIL CASARMG A OZONGO HOXMARCH**
**OI IADPIL, CASARMG OLN BIAL BABLE DE SIBSI, ENAY DE TOGLO; GEIAD**

Hear me!

**SOLBETH C E!**

_Ieou; Pur; Io; Iaot; Iaeo; Ioou; Abrasax; Sabriam; Oo; Uu; EOU; Adonai; Ede; Edu; Angelos tou theou; Analala lai; Gaia; Apa; Diachanna; Chorun!_

I am He! The (mighty) Spirit! (Strong in the feet- the Everlasting Flames!)
I am He! The Truth!
I am He! (In vexation because of the wrath in the world)
I am He, (whose voices do thunder!)
I am He, from whom is the Shower of the Life of Earth;
I am He, (who can bring forth all things unto the Light)
I am He; (in peace of the world)

**ZIR IADPIL! A MICAOLZ GAH! VGEG DE LASDI, GOHED PRG**
**ZIR IADPIL! LAIAD!**
**ZIR IADPIL! SOBAM DO DODSEH BABLE DE VONPHO OD A CAOSG**
**ZIR IADPIL, CASARM BIA GNAY CONST**
**ZIR IADPIL, DE CASARM I ZLIDA DE IABES MIRC CAOSG**
**ZIR IADPIL, CASARM ADGT YOLCAM TOGLO MIRC OLPIRT**
**ZIR IADPIL, ETHARZI OD A CAOSG**

Hear Me, and make all Spirits (serve) unto Me; so that every Spirit of the Firmament and
of the Ether; upon the Earth and under the Earth; on dry land and in the Water; of (living
breath) and Rushing Fire; and (thoughts) and (actions ) of God may be obedient unto Me.

**SOLBETH C E OD EOLIS TOL GAH ABOARPI PAMBT; AR GAH DE OD CALZ OD DE A ILMO; MIRC CAOSG OD OROCH A CAOSG; MIRC ORSCOR OD DE A ZLIDA; TOGLO DE GIGIPAH OD TOGLO PRGEL, OD ANGELARD OD SOR DE IAD CHISO ABOARPI PAMBT.**

**IAO! SABAO!**

Such are the Words!

An iv8 Sol 19° Scorpio, Luna 14° Taurus Dies Saturnii
Saturday, November 11, 2000 e.v. 7:03 AM
IALPIRGAH

| Comments to Al Billings, memoria@memoria.com |